RT-PCR analysis of the expression of POMC and its processing enzyme PC1 in amphibian melanotropes.
The frog intermediate lobe comprises two functionally distinct cell subtypes, referred to as secretory and storage melanotropes, which differ in their ultrastructure, secretory, and synthetic rates, and display dissimilar responses to hypothalamic regulatory factors. All these differences make melanotrope subtypes an excellent model to analyze the expression and regulation of genes involved in the control and maintenance of the secretory state of endocrine cells. However, quantification of the expression levels of genes involved in the secretory process requires the characterization of a gene whose expression remains constant irrespective of the secretory state of the cells. In this study, we have cloned the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) gene from frog pituitary and have evaluated its suitability as internal standard in gene expression studies in melanotropes. A semiquantitative RT-PCR system developed to this end revealed that secretory melanotropes and storage melanotropes possess similar expression levels of GAPDH, whereas, as expected, secretory melanotropes showed higher levels of POMC transcripts than storage cells. Furthermore, we found that the expression of the convertase PC1, an intracellular protease involved in POMC processing, parallels that of POMC, thus suggesting that the higher secretory rate of the POMC-derived peptide alpha-MSH exhibited by secretory melanotropes is supported by their higher PC1 expression levels. In addition, we have shown that both POMC and PC1 mRNAs are up-regulated by the hypothalamic factor TRH in melanotrope cell cultures. In contrast, the inhibitory factor NPY reduced the expression level of the convertase but did not modify that of POMC. Taken together, these results demonstrate that PC1 expression is regulated in melanotropes by both stimulatory (TRH) and inhibitory (NPY) hypothalamic signals, in a manner which essentially parallels that observed for the precursor POMC.